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BID LLC is a dedicated & creative 

3D-production house, that reflects 

a combination of genuine artistry 

& global culture. With over 22 

years’ of expertise, it has 

emerged as a trendsetter with 

astounding attention to details in 

the world of 3D.

ABOUT US

Leading the journey to create customized 3D products with latest

turnkey technology solutions and unique artistic aura. BID LLC’s

creativity flows with its clients’ strategic goals on board, while its

goal is to tell their story in a powerfully & compelling fashion.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

22+ YEARS OF
EXCELLENCE



OUR VIP
CLIENTS

Explore our diverse 

portfolio of satisfied 

clients, a testament to our 

commitment to excellence 

and client satisfaction.

Note : Updated Client Logos will be shared on a Server folder





01. ARCHITECTURAL  
SCALE MODEL

As a leading architectural scale model and 3D visualization company,

we specialize in crafting precision models that bring design concepts

to life. Our expertise encompasses a diverse range, including

masterplan models, Highrise/Towers models, villas/resorts models,

interior floor plan models, shopping mall models, and

industrial/engineering models.

With meticulous attention to detail, we transform architectural

visions into tangible, visually striking representations. Whether it's

capturing the grandeur of highrises or the intricacies of interior

spaces, our models serve as invaluable tools for communication and

decision-making.

OUR CORE SERVICES
05

700+
Completed
Projects



ARCHITECTURAL SCALE MODEL GALLERY
06 MASTERPLAN MODELS

HIGH RISE/ TOWER  MODELS

VILLA/ RESORTS MODEL

MECHANICAL MOVEMENT INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING



INTERIOR FLOOR PLAN MODELS

ARCHITECTURAL SCALE MODEL GALLERY

SHOPPING MALLS & MIXED USE 3D PRINTING AND CONCEPTUAL
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02. 3D 
VISUALIZATION

As a premier architectural scale model and 3D visualization company,

we excel in delivering cutting-edge services, including immersive 3D

animation and stunning CGI renders. Our expertise transforms

architectural concepts into dynamic visual narratives through

compelling animations that bring designs to life.

With CGI renders, we meticulously craft photorealistic

representations, providing clients with a vivid preview of their

projects. Whether it's showcasing the fluidity of architectural

animations or the realism of CGI renders, our commitment to

excellence ensures that every visual element aligns seamlessly with

the envisioned design.
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OUR CORE SERVICES

600+ Completed
Projects



3D ANIMATION & CGI RENDERS
09 CGI RENDERS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ptPt65B4pSN5kEiJoS_LW3WhoH302-c5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ptPt65B4pSN5kEiJoS_LW3WhoH302-c5


03. INTERACTIVE  
SALES SOLUTION

As pioneers in Interactive Sales Solutions, our focus centers on

revolutionizing the marketing landscape for architectural projects.

Specializing in immersive 360 Virtual Reality experiences,

Augmented Reality applications, and a robust Sales & Leasing App,

we redefine how clients engage with and showcase their properties.

With 360 VR, potential buyers navigate properties with

unprecedented detail, offering a realistic and captivating preview.

Augmented Reality seamlessly blends virtual elements into the real

world, providing a dynamic and interactive experience. The Sales &

Leasing App elevates presentations, enabling real-time customization

and interactive engagement.

OUR CORE SERVICES
10 400+

Completed
Projects



VIRTUAL REALITY, AUGMENTED REALITY, 
SALES & LEASING APPS
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ptPt65B4pSN5kEiJoS_LW3WhoH302-c5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ptPt65B4pSN5kEiJoS_LW3WhoH302-c5


MORE SERVICES

Step into a world where innovation and design

converge seamlessly, shaping each project into a

multimedia marvel.

MULTIMEDIA DESIGN & PRODUCTION

Whether showcasing high-rises, masterplans, or interior

spaces, our Sales Centre Exhibition Stands are

meticulously crafted to leave a lasting impression.

SALES CENTRE EXHIBITION STAND
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Glimpses of 
our Service 
Excellence: 
A visual showcase of some of 
our past projects
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RECOGNITION FOR SERVICE EXCELLENCE
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DIVE INTO OUR                    CHANNEL FOR OUR EXCLUSIVE VIDEOS

Scan the QR



Contact Us :

Tel: +971 4 361 9633
Mob: +971 52 202 7733

www.bidllc.ae

UAE
Building No. 264, Maleha
Street, Industrial Area 17 -

Sharjah

info@bidllc.ae

HONG KONG
Unit 2202, 22/F, Causeway Bay, 

Plaza 1, 489 Hennessy Road, 
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

CHINA
1/F, No 54, 56 Village, Lian Hua 

Road, Buji Town, Long Gang 
District, Shenzhen, China

UK
1107a Cambridge Street, 

Rugby, Warwickshire, United 
Kingdom, CV21 3NJ

OUR OFFICES



Thank You
COPYRIGHT: BIDllc

For inquiries or collaboration opportunities, we look forward to hearing from you. 

Together, let's continue shaping extraordinary landscapes and realizing dreams.


